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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a lifter device
for a vehicle seat.

2. Description of the Background Art

[0002] A lifter device for a vehicle seat is designed such
that it has front and rear links each coupling a frame of
a seat cushion and a floor member (a floor panel or an
upper channel mounted to the floor panel), and lifts and
lowers the seat cushion according to a swing movement
of the front and rear links (see, for example, JPU
56-105449A). This makes it possible to adjust a height
position of a seating surface of the seat cushion.
[0003] Meanwhile, in the event of a frontal collision of
a vehicle, a frontward displacement force will occur in
the seat cushion by collision energy, whereas, in the
event of a rear collision of the vehicle, a rearward dis-
placement force will occur in the seat cushion by collision
energy.
[0004] In the event of the collision, if the seat cushion
is in a lifted position, a deformation (buckling) of the link
become larger, because the link is raised more uprightly
than when the seat cushion is in a lowered position, so
that an amount (distance) of frontward or rearward dis-
placement of the seat cushion becomes larger. This re-
sults in an increase in amount (distance) of displacement
of an occupant seated on the seat cushion, and an in-
crease in acceleration to be applied to the occupant.
[0005] US 6,276,650 is considered being the closest
prior art, and discloses a lifter device having provisions
to prevent a collapsing of the seat lifter in case of a rear
collision.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In view of the above circumstances, it is an ob-
ject of the present invention to provide a vehicle seat lifter
device capable of reducing acceleration to be applied to
an occupant when a displacement force occurs in a seat
cushion due to a frontal or rear collision, to provide higher
safety.
[0007] In order to achieve the above object, the present
invention provides a lifter device for a vehicle seat, which
is designed to lift and lower a seat cushion with respect
to a floor member provided on a floor of a vehicle body.
The lifter device comprises: a pair of front and rear links
each coupling a side frame of the seat cushion and the
floor member; a front bracket and a rear bracket each of
which is fixed to the floor member and to which respective
lower ends of the front link and the rear link are swingably
coupled; a front hitting segment formed in a front portion
of the side frame and located in spaced-apart relation to

a front catch segment formed in the front bracket, the
front hitting segment having a shape conforming with that
of the front catch segment; and a rear hitting segment
formed in a rear portion of the side frame and located in
spaced-apart relation to a rear catch segment formed in
the rear bracket, the rear hitting segment having a shape
conforming with that of the rear catch segment, wherein:
when the side frame is displaced in the frontward direc-
tion along with a deformation of the front and rear links
due to an impact force during a frontal collision, the front
hitting segment of the side frame is caught and stopped
by the front catch segment of the front bracket; and when
the side frame is displaced in the rearward direction along
with a deformation of the front and rear links due to an
impact force during a rear collision, the rear hitting seg-
ment of the side frame is caught and stopped by the rear
catch segment of the rear bracket.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a vehicle seat having
a lifter device according to one embodiment of the
present invention, wherein a seat back is omitted,
and only a frame member of a seat cushion is illus-
trated.
FIG. 2 is a side view of the vehicle seat, wherein the
lifter device is in a lifted position.
FIG. 3 is a side view of the vehicle seat, wherein the
lifter device is in a lowered position.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a vehicle seat having
a lifter device as a comparative example for compar-
ison with the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0009] With reference to the drawings, the present in-
vention will now be specifically described based on an
embodiment thereof. FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a
vehicle seat having a lifter device according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention, and FIGS. 2 and 3 are
side views of the vehicle seat. In FIGS. 1 to 3, a seat
back is omitted, and only a frame member of a seat cush-
ion is illustrated.
[0010] The lifter device is designed to lift and lower the
seat cushion, and displaceable between a lifted position
where the seat cushion is lifted, and a lowered position
where the seat cushion is lowered. FIGS. 1 and 2 show
a state when the lifter device is in the lifted position, and
FIG. 3 shows a state when the lifter device is in the low-
ered position.
[0011] A pair of right and left lower channels 1 each
extending in a frontward-rearward direction of a vehicle
body (not shown) are fixed to a floor panel (not shown)
of the vehicle body. A pair of upper channels 2 are fitted
in respective ones of the lower channels in a slidable
manner in the frontward-rearward direction. The combi-
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nation of the lower channel 1 and the upper channel 2
makes up a slider (seat slide rail) to allow the seat to be
moved in the frontward-rearward direction.
[0012] A front bracket 3 and a rear bracket 4 are fixed
to an upper surface of each of the upper channels 2 at a
front position and a rear position of the upper surface,
respectively. Otherwise, if the seat is a type devoid of the
slider, the front bracket 3 and the rear bracket 4 are fixed
to the floor panel of the vehicle body.
[0013] As above, if the seat is a type having the slider,
the front bracket 3 and the rear bracket 4 are fixed to the
upper channel 2, whereas, if the seat is a type devoid of
the slider, they are fixed to the floor panel. In other words,
the upper channel 2 or the floor panel channel falls into
a concept of the term "floor member" set forth in the ap-
pended claims.
[0014] A cushion frame 5 as the frame member of the
seat cushion is disposed in a position above the upper
channels 2. This cushion frame 5 is composed of right
and left side frames 6, a front frame 7 and a rear frame
8, and formed in a quadrilateral frame shape. Further, an
S-shaped spring 9 is engagedly fixed to each of the front
frame 7 and the rear frame 8 to extend therebetween so
as to elastically support a pad member (not shown) of
the seat cushion.
[0015] Each of the side frames 6 of the cushion frame
5 and a corresponding one of the upper channels 2 are
coupled to each other by a pair of front and rear links 11,
12 arranged in the frontward-rearward direction. Specif-
ically, an upper end of the front link 11 and an upper end
of the rear link 12 are swingably coupled to an outer sur-
face of the side frame 6 at a front position and a rear
position of the outer surface through a link pin 13 and a
link pin 14, respectively. A lower end of the front link 11
is swingably coupled to an outer surface of an upstanding
sub-portion 3a of a front portion of the front bracket 3
through a link pin 15, and a lower end of the rear link 12
is swingably coupled to an inner surface of a front portion
of the rear bracket 4 through a link pin 16.
[0016] Thus, when the front and rear links 11, 12 are
swingingly moved by a manual or electrical operation,
the seat cushion (cushion frame 5) is lifted while being
moved frontwardly, as indicated by the arrowed line a in
FIG. 2, or lowered while being moved rearwardly, as in-
dicated by the arrowed line b in FIG. 3.
[0017] A rear portion of the front bracket 3 is formed in
a shape rising obliquely rearwardly in side view, and a
front catch segment 3b (see FIG. 1) is integrally formed
in an upper end of the rear portion, i.e., a rear upper
portion of the front bracket 3, to protrude laterally (inward-
ly in a widthwise direction of the seat). Specifically, a wall
plate of the rear upper portion of the front bracket 3 is
largely extended to protrude to a position inward of the
front link 11 in the widthwise direction of the seat, and
the front catch segment 3b is formed by the extension or
protruding portion. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the front
catch segment 3b has a convex shape in side view.
[0018] Further, a front hitting segment 6a is integrally

formed in a front lower portion of the side frame 6, in such
a manner that it is curved in a concave shape in side
view, in conformity with the shape (convex shape) of the
front catch segment 3b.
[0019] When the lifter device is in the lowered position
illustrated in FIG. 3, the front hitting segment 6a is located
opposed to and spaced apart from the front catch seg-
ment 3b of the front bracket 3 by a gap t1. Further, when
the lifter device is in the lifted position illustrated in FIG.
2, the front hitting segment 6a is located opposed to and
spaced apart from the front catch segment 3b of the front
bracket 3 by a gap t3.
[0020] Comparing between the gap t1 in the lowered
position of the lifter device and the gap t3 in the lifted
position of the lifter device, the gap t1 in the lowered
position is set to an extremely small value, whereas the
gap t3 in the lifted position is apt to become greater than
the gap t1 in the lowered position to some extent. How-
ever, in this lifter device, the front catch segment 3b of
the front bracket 3 is formed in a convex shape, and the
front hitting segment 6a of the side frame 6 is formed in
a  concave shape, so that an increase of the gap t3 with
respect to the gap t1 is suppressed. This makes it pos-
sible to effectively reduce an amount of frontward dis-
placement of the seat cushion due to a deformation of
the front and rear links 11, 12 in the event of a frontal
collision of the vehicle, to enhance occupant safety.
[0021] More specifically, the front hitting segment 6a
of the side frame 6 is formed such that a portion of the
segment 6a to be located closest to the front catch seg-
ment 3b in the lowered position illustrated in FIG. 3 be-
comes most largely concave, and a portion of the seg-
ment 6a rearward of the concave portion protrudes down-
wardly. In this manner, the front hitting segment 6a is
formed in a shape which is curved in conformity with the
front catch segment 3b. Thus, even if the lifter device is
displaced to the lifted position according to a swing move-
ment of the front and rear links 11, 12, and thereby a
height position of the side frame 6 becomes higher as
shown in FIG. 2, the gap t3 to be defined in the lifted
position is not significantly increased as compared with
the gap t1 in the lowered position of the lifter device (FIG.
3). This makes it possible to minimize an amount of dis-
placement of the side frame 6 occurring when the front
and rear links 11, 12 are deformed during a frontal colli-
sion, to effectively reduce acceleration to be applied to
an occupant.
[0022] If the front hitting segment 6a of the side frame
6 is formed in an extreme concave shape (i.e., the rear
portion of the front hitting segment 6a is formed to ex-
cessively protrude downwardly) as it is attempted to im-
moderately reduce the gap t3 in the lifted position, the
side frame 6 is likely to interfere with the front bracket 3,
during a course of the displacement of the lifter device
from the lowered position to the lifted position according
to the swing movement of the front and rear lifters 11,
12. The gap t3 is set to a minimum value without causing
the interference.
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[0023] As above, in this embodiment, the curved shape
of the front hitting segment 6a is set such that, during a
frontal collision, an amount of displacement of the front
hitting segment 6a of the side frame 6 until it is caught
and stopped by the front catch segment 3b of the front
bracket 3, is reduced, i.e., a gap (t1, t3, etc.) between
the front catch segment 3b and the front hitting segment
6a continually becomes a shortest distance, irrespective
of whether the lifter device is in the lowered position or
in the lifted position (or in an intermediate position ther-
ebetween).
[0024] A rear portion of the rear bracket 4 is formed in
a shape lowering obliquely rearwardly in side view, and
a rear catch segment 4a (see FIG. 1) is integrally formed
in an upper end of the rear portion, i.e., a rear upper
portion of the rear bracket 4, to protrude laterally (inwardly
in the widthwise direction of the seat). Specifically, a wall
plate of the rear upper portion of the rear bracket 4 is
largely extended to  protrude to a position inward of the
rear link 12 in the widthwise direction of the seat, and the
rear catch segment 4a is formed by the extension (pro-
truding) portion. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the rear
catch segment 4a has a convex shape in side view.
[0025] Further, a rear hitting segment 6b is integrally
formed in a rear lower portion of the side frame 6, in such
a manner that it is curved in a concave shape in side
view, in conformity with the shape (convex shape) of the
rear catch segment 4a.
[0026] When the lifter device is in the lowered position
illustrated in FIG. 3, the rear hitting segment 6b is located
opposed to and spaced apart from the rear catch seg-
ment 4a of the rear bracket 4 by a gap t2. Further, when
the lifter device is in the lifted position illustrated in FIG.
2, the rear hitting segment 6b is located opposed to and
spaced apart from the rear catch segment 4a of the rear
bracket 4 by a gap t4.
[0027] The rear catch segment 4a of the rear bracket
4 is formed in a convex shape, and the rear hitting seg-
ment 6b of the side frame 6 is formed in a concave shape,
as described above, so that the gap t4 in the lifted position
is not significantly increased with respect to the gap t2 in
the lowered position. This makes it possible to effectively
reduce an amount of rearward displacement of the seat
cushion due to a deformation of the front and rear links
11, 12 in the event of a rear collision of the vehicle, to
enhance the occupant safety.
[0028] More specifically, the rear hitting segment 6b of
the side frame 6 is formed in a concave shape conforming
with the convex shape of the rear catch segment 4a, so
that, even if the lifter device is displaced from the lowered
position to the lifted position and thereby the height po-
sition of the side frame 6 becomes higher (FIG. 2), the
gap t4 to be defined in the lifted position is not significantly
increased as compared with the gap t2 in the lowered
position (FIG. 3), as in the case of the front catch segment
3b and the front hitting segment 6a. Thus, even in if the
front and rear links 11, 12 are deformed by an impact
force during a rear collision, and the rear hitting segment

6b of the side frame 6 is displaced rearwardly to a position
where it is brought into contact with the rear catch seg-
ment 4a of the rear bracket 4, an amount of displacement
of the side frame 6 can be minimized to effectively reduce
acceleration to be applied to an occupant.
[0029] As above, in this embodiment, the curved shape
of the rear hitting segment 6b is set such that, during a
rear collision, an amount of displacement of the rear hit-
ting segment 6b of the side frame 6 until it is caught and
stopped by the rear catch segment 4a of the rear bracket
4, is reduced, i.e., a gap (t2, t4, etc.) between the  rear
catch segment 4a and the rear hitting segment 6b con-
tinually becomes a shortest distance, irrespective of
whether the lifter device is in the lowered position or in
the lifted position (or in an intermediate position therebe-
tween).
[0030] In the above embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the concave-shaped front hitting segment 6a con-
forming with the shape of the front catch segment 3b of
the front bracket 3, and the rear hitting segment 6b con-
forming with the shape of the rear catch segment 4a of
the rear bracket 4, are provided in respective ones of the
front portion and the rear portion of the side frame 6, to
minimize a gap (t1, t3, etc.) between the front catch seg-
ment 3b and the front hitting segment 6a and a gap (t2,
t4, etc.) between the rear catch segment 4a and the rear
hitting segment 6b, irrespective of whether the lifter de-
vice is in the lowered position or in the lifted position (or
in an intermediate position therebetween).
[0031] Thus, for example, when the side frame 6 is
displaced frontwardly along with a deformation of the
front and rear links 11, 12 due to an impact force during
a frontal collision, and the front hitting segment 6a of the
side frame 6 is caught and stopped by the front catch
segment 3b of the front bracket 3, an amount of displace-
ment of the side frame 6 is effectively suppressed, irre-
spective of the lifted/lowered position of the lifter device.
[0032] In the same manner, when the side frame 6 is
displaced rearwardly along with a deformation of the front
and rear links 11, 12 due to an impact force during a rear
collision, and the rear hitting segment 6b of the side frame
6 is caught and stopped by the rear catch segment 4a of
the rear bracket 4, an amount of displacement of the side
frame 6 is effectively suppressed.
[0033] As above, in the event of an unexpected acci-
dent such as a frontal or rear collision, an amount of dis-
placement of the seat cushion is minimized, so that ac-
celeration to be applied to an occupant can be reduced
to enhance the occupant safety.
[0034] As one aspect different from the above embod-
iment, the acceleration to be applied to an occupant may
be reduced by considerably increasing rigidity of the links
11, 12 to take measures to prevent the links 11, 12 from
being deformed during a frontal or rear collision. Howev-
er, such measures involve a problem that the links 11,
12 are inevitably increased in size or wall thickness, re-
sulting in an increase in weight thereof. In contrast, when
an amount of displacement of the seat cushion is reduced
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by narrowing the gaps t1 to t4 between the side frame 6
and each of the brackets 3, 4, as in the above embodi-
ment, the need for immoderately increasing the rigidity
of the links 11, 12 can be eliminated to facilitate a reduc-
tion in size and weight of the links 11, 12.
[0035] In addition, each of the catch segments 3b, 4a
of the brackets 3, 4 has a convex shape in side view, and
each of the hitting segments 6a, 6b of the side frame 6
has a concave shape in side view, so that the catch seg-
ments 3b, 4a and the hitting segments 6a, 6b can be
formed in a simple manner.
[0036] Further, the catch segments 3b, 4a can be in-
tegrally formed in respective ones of the brackets 3, 4,
and the hitting segments 6a, 6b can be integrally formed
in the side frame 6, so that the brackets 3, 4 and the side
frame 6 can be produced by slight modification to facili-
tate a reduction in cost.
[0037] FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a lifter device
illustrated for comparison with FIG. 1. In this type of lifter
device, a front bracket 3’ is devoid of the front the front
catch segment 3b, and a rear bracket 4’ is devoid of the
rear catch segment 4a. Further, a side frame 6’ is devoid
of the front hitting segment 6a and the rear hitting seg-
ment 6b.
[0038] In this type of lifter device, it is difficult to catch
and stop a frontward or rearward displacement of the
side frame 6’ by the front or rear brackets 3’, 4’, and it is
necessary to additionally provide stopper means or the
like.
[0039] In the tail of the description, a structure and an
effect of the above vehicle seat lifter device will be sum-
marized.
[0040] A lifter device for a vehicle seat is designed to
lift and lower a seat cushion with respect to a floor mem-
ber provided on a floor of a vehicle body. The lifter device
includes: a pair of front and rear links each coupling a
side frame of the seat cushion and the floor member; a
front bracket and a rear bracket each of which is fixed to
the floor member and to which respective lower ends of
the front link and the rear link are swingably coupled; a
front hitting segment formed in a front portion of the side
frame and located in spaced-apart relation to a front catch
segment formed in the front bracket, wherein the front
hitting segment has a shape conforming with that of the
front catch segment; and a rear hitting segment formed
in a rear portion of the side frame and located in spaced-
apart relation to a rear catch segment formed in the rear
bracket, wherein the rear hitting segment has a shape
conforming with that of the rear catch segment. In the
lifter device, when the side frame is displaced in the front-
ward direction along with a deformation of the front and
rear links due to an impact force during a frontal collision,
the front hitting segment of the side frame is caught and
stopped by the front catch segment of the front bracket,
and, when the side frame is displaced in the rearward
direction along with a deformation of the front and rear
links due to an impact force during a rear collision, the
rear hitting segment of the side frame is caught and

stopped by the rear catch segment of the rear bracket.
[0041] In the above embodiment, when the side frame
is displaced frontwardly along with a deformation of the
front link and the rear link due to an impact force during
a frontal collision, and the front hitting segment of the
side frame is caught and stopped by the front catch seg-
ment of the front bracket, an amount of displacement of
the side frame is effectively suppressed, irrespective of
the lifted/lowered position of the lifter device. In the same
manner, when the side frame is displaced rearwardly
along with a deformation of the front and rear links due
to an impact force during a rear collision, and the rear
hitting segment of the side frame is caught and stopped
by the rear catch segment of the rear bracket, an amount
of displacement of the side frame is effectively sup-
pressed.
[0042] As above, in the event of an unexpected acci-
dent such as a frontal or rear collision, an amount of dis-
placement of the seat cushion is minimized, so that ac-
celeration to be applied to an occupant can be reduced
to enhance occupant safety.
[0043] In addition, a need for immoderately increasing
rigidity of the front link and the rear link can be eliminated
to facilitate a reduction in size and weight of the links.
[0044] Preferably, in the above lifter device, the front
catch segment of the front bracket and the front hitting
segment of the side frame are located in spaced-apart
relation at a shortest distance, and the rear catch seg-
ment of the rear bracket and the rear hitting segment of
the side frame are located in spaced-apart relation at a
shortest distance.
[0045] This makes it possible to further enhance the
safety during a frontal or rear collision.
[0046] Preferably, in the above lifter device, the front
catch segment is formed in a rear upper portion of the
front bracket located rearward of a coupling position be-
tween the front bracket and the lower end of the front
link, to have a convex shape in side view, and the front
hitting segment is formed in a front lower portion of the
side frame to have a concave shape in side view which
conforms with the shape of the front catch segment. Fur-
ther, it is preferable that the rear catch segment is formed
in a rear upper portion of the rear bracket located rear-
ward of a coupling position between the rear bracket and
the lower end of the rear link, to have a convex shape in
side view, and the rear hitting segment is formed in a rear
lower portion of the side frame to have a concave shape
in side view which conforms with the shape of the rear
catch segment.
[0047] In this case, each of the catch segments of the
brackets has a convex shape in side view, and each of
the hitting segments of the side frame has a concave
shape in side view, so that the catch segments and the
hitting segments can be formed in a simple manner.
[0048] Preferably, in the above lifter device, the front
catch segment and the rear catch segment are integrally
formed in the front bracket and the rear bracket, respec-
tively, and the front hitting segment and the rear hitting
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segment are integrally formed in the side frame.
[0049] In this case, the catch segments can be inte-
grally formed in corresponding ones of the brackets, and
the hitting segments can be formed in the side frame, so
that the brackets and the side frame can be produced by
slight modification to facilitate a reduction in cost.
[0050] This application is based on Japanese patent
application serial No. 2009-177299, filed in Japan Patent
Office on July 30, 2009, the contents of which are hereby
incorporated by reference.
[0051] Although the present invention has been fully
described by way of example with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, it is to be understood that various
changes and modifications will be apparent to those
skilled in the art. Therefore, unless otherwise such
changes and modifications depart from the scope of the
present invention hereinafter defined, they should be
construed as being included therein

Claims

1. A lifter device for a vehicle seat, designed to lift and
lower a seat cushion with respect to a floor member
(2) provided on a floor of a vehicle body, comprising:

a pair of front and rear links (11, 12) each cou-
pling a side frame (6) of the seat cushion and
the floor member (2);
a front bracket (3) and a rear bracket (4) each
of which is fixed to the floor member (2) and to
which respective lower ends of the front link (11)
and the rear link (12) are swingably coupled;
a front hitting segment (6a) formed in a front por-
tion of the side frame (6) and located in spaced-
apart relation to a front catch segment (3b)
formed in the front bracket (3), the front hitting
segment (6a) having a shape conforming with
that of the front catch segment (3b); and
a rear hitting segment (6b) formed in a rear por-
tion of the side frame (6) and located in spaced-
apart relation to a rear catch segment (4a)
formed in the rear bracket (4), the rear hitting
segment (6b) having a shape conforming with
that of the rear catch segment (4a),
wherein:

when the side frame (6) is displaced in the
frontward direction along with a deformation
of the front and rear links (11, 12) due to an
impact force during a frontal collision, the
front hitting segment (6a) of the side frame
(6) is caught and stopped by the front catch
segment (3b) of the front bracket (3); and
when the side frame (6) is displaced in the
rearward direction along with a deformation
of the front and rear links (11, 12) due to an
impact force during a rear collision, the rear

hitting segment (6b) of the side frame (6) is
caught and stopped by the rear catch seg-
ment (4a) of the rear bracket (4).

2. The lifter device as defined in claim 1, characterized
in that the front catch segment (3b) of the front brack-
et (3) and the front hitting segment (6a) of the side
frame (6) are located in spaced-apart relation at a
shortest distance, and the rear catch segment (4a)
of the rear bracket (4) and the rear hitting segment
(6b) of the side frame (6) are located in spaced-apart
relation at a shortest distance.

3. The lifter device as defined in claim 1 or 2, charac-
terized in that:

the front catch segment (3b) is formed in a rear
upper portion of the front bracket (3) located
rearward of a coupling position between the front
bracket (3) and the lower end of the front link
(11), to have a convex shape in side view;
the front hitting segment (6a) is formed in a front
lower portion of the side frame (6) to have a con-
cave shape in side view which conforms with
the shape of the front catch segment (3b);
the rear catch segment (4a) is formed in a rear
upper portion of the rear bracket (4) located rear-
ward of a coupling position between the rear
bracket (4) and the lower end of the rear link
(12), to have a convex shape in side view; and
the rear hitting segment (6b) is formed in a rear
lower portion of the side frame (6) to have a con-
cave shape in side view which conforms with
the shape of the rear catch segment (4a).

4. The lifter device as defined in any one of claims 1 to
3, characterized in that:

the front catch segment (3b) is integrally formed
in the front bracket (3);
the rear catch segment (4a) is integrally formed
in the rear bracket (4); and
the front hitting segment (6a) and the rear hitting
segment (6b) are integrally formed in the side
frame (6).

Patentansprüche

1. Hebervorrichtung für einen Fahrzeugsitz, zum An-
heben und Absenken eines Sitzpolsters bezüglich
eines auf dem Boden einer Fahrzeugkarosserie vor-
gesehenen Bodenelements (2) bestimmt, umfas-
send:

ein Paar vorderer und hinterer Verbindungs-
stücke (11, 12), die jeweils einen Seitenrahmen
(6) des Sitzpolsters und des Bodenelements (2)
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verbinden;
eine vordere Konsole (3) und eine hintere Kon-
sole (4), von denen jede an dem Bodenelement
(2) befestigt ist und mit dem entsprechende un-
tere Enden des vorderen Verbindungsstücks
(11) und des hinteren Verbindungsstücks (12)
schwenkbar verbunden sind;
ein vorderes Anschlagsegment (6a), das in ei-
nem vorderen Teil des Seitenrahmens (6) aus-
gebildet ist und im Abstand zu einem in der vor-
deren Konsole (3) ausgebildeten vorderen
Sperrsegment (3b) angeordnet ist, das An-
schlagsegment (6a) eine Form besitzt, die der
des vorderen Sperrsegments (3b) entspricht;
und
ein hinteres Anschlagsegment (6b), das in ei-
nem hinteren Teil des Seitenrahmens (6) aus-
gebildet ist und im Abstand zu einem in der hin-
teren Konsole (4) ausgebildeten hinteren Sperr-
segment (4a) angeordnet ist, das hintere Sperr-
segment (6b) eine Form besitzt, die der des hin-
teren Sperrsegments (4a) entspricht,
bei der:

das vordere Anschlagsegment (6a) des
Seitenrahmens (6) durch das vordere
Sperrsegment (3b) der vorderen Konsole
(3) gehemmt und angehalten wird, wenn
der Seitenrahmen (6) in der Vorwärtsrich-
tung zusammen mit einer Verformung der
vorderen und hinteren Verbindungsstücke
(11, 12) infolge einer Aufschlagkraft wäh-
rend eines Frontalaufpralls verschoben
wird; und
das hintere Anschlagsegment (6b) des Sei-
tenrahmens (6) durch das hintere Sperrseg-
ment (4a) der hinteren Konsole (4) ge-
hemmt und angehalten wird, wenn der Sei-
tenrahmen (6) in der Rückwärtsrichtung zu-
sammen mit einer Verformung der vorderen
und hinteren Verbindungsstücke (11, 12) in-
folge einer Aufschlagkraft während eines
Heckaufpralls verschoben wird.

2. Hebervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das vordere Sperrsegment
(3b) der vorderen Konsole (3) und das vordere An-
schlagsegment (6a) des Seitenrahmens (6) im Ab-
stand in einer kürzesten Entfernung angeordnet
sind, und das hintere Sperrsegment (4a) der hinteren
Konsole (4) und das hintere Anschlagsegment (6b)
des Seitenrahmens (6) im Abstand in einer kürze-
sten Entfernung angeordnet sind.

3. Hebervorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass:

das vordere Sperrsegment (3b) in einem hinte-

ren oberen Teil der hinter einer Verbindungspo-
sition zwischen der vorderen Konsole (3) und
dem unteren Ende des vorderen Verbindungs-
stücks (11) angeordneten, vorderen Konsole (3)
ausgebildet ist, um in Seitenansicht eine nach
außen gewölbte Form zu erhalten;
das vordere Anschlagelement (6a) in einem vor-
deren, unteren Teil des Seitenrahmens (6) aus-
gebildet ist, um in Seitenansicht eine nach innen
gewölbte Form, die der Form des vorderen
Sperrsegments (3b) entspricht, zu erhalten;
das hintere Sperrsegment (4a) in einem hinte-
ren oberen Teil der hinter einer Verbindungspo-
sition zwischen der hinteren Konsole (4) und
dem unteren Ende des hinteren Verbindungs-
stücks (12) angeordneten, hinteren Konsole (4)
ausgebildet ist, um in Seitenansicht eine nach
außen gewölbte Form zu erhalten; und
das hintere Anschlagsegment (6b) in einem hin-
teren, unteren Teil des Seitenrahmens (6) aus-
gebildet ist, um in Seitenansicht eine nach innen
gewölbte Form, die der Form des hinteren
Sperrsegments (4a) entspricht, zu erhalten.

4. Hebervorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das vordere Sperrsegment (3b) in einem Stück
in der vorderen Konsole (3) ausgebildet ist;
das hintere Sperrsegment (4a) in einem Stück
in der hinteren Konsole (4) ausgebildet ist; und
das vordere Anschlagelement (6a) und das hin-
tere Anschlagelement (6b) in einem Stück in
dem Seitenrahmen (6) ausgebildet sind.

Revendications

1. Dispositif élévateur pour un siège de véhicule, conçu
pour lever et abaisser un coussin de siège par rap-
port à un élément de plancher (2) prévu sur un plan-
cher d’un corps de véhicule, comprenant :

une paire de bras avant et arrière (11, 12) cou-
plant chacun un cadre latéral (6) du coussin de
siège et l’élément de plancher (2) ;
une console avant (3) et une console arrière (4),
qui sont chacune fixées sur l’élément de plan-
cher (2) et auquel des extrémités inférieures res-
pectives du bras avant (11) et du bras arrière
(12) sont couplées en pivotement ;
un segment heurtoir avant (6a) formé dans une
portion frontale du cadre latéral (6) et situé en
relation d’écartement par rapport à un segment
d’accrochage avant (3b) formé dans la console
avant (3), le segment heurtoir avant (6a) ayant
une forme qui se conforme avec celle du seg-
ment d’accrochage avant (3b) ; et
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un segment heurtoir arrière (6b) formé dans une
portion arrière du cadre latéral (6) et situé en
relation d’écartement par rapport à un segment
d’accrochage arrière (4a) formé dans la console
arrière (4), le segment heurtoir arrière (6b) ayant
une forme qui se conforme avec celle du seg-
ment d’accrochage arrière (4a),
dans lequel :

quand le cadre latéral (6) est déplacé dans
la direction vers l’avant du fait d’une défor-
mation des bras avant et arrière (11, 12)
due à une force d’impact pendant une col-
lision frontale, le segment heurtoir avant
(6a) du cadre latéral (6) est accroché et ar-
rêté par le segment d’accrochage avant
(3b) de la console avant (3); et
quand le cadre latéral (6) est déplacé dans
la direction vers l’arrière du fait d’une défor-
mation des bras avant et arrière (11, 12)
due à une force d’impact pendant une col-
lision arrière, le segment heurtoir arrière
(6b) du cadre latéral (6) est accroché et ar-
rêté par le segment d’accrochage arrière
(4a) de la console arrière (4).

2. Dispositif élévateur selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que le segment d’accrochage avant
(3b) de la console avant (3) et le segment heurtoir
avant (6a) du cadre latéral (6) sont situés en relation
d’écartement à une distance minimum, et le segment
d’accrochage arrière (4a) de la console arrière (4)
et le segment heurtoir arrière (6b) du cadre latéral
(6) sont situés en relation d’écartement à une dis-
tance minimum.

3. Dispositif élévateur selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
caractérisé en ce que:

le segment d’accrochage avant (3b) est formé
dans une portion supérieure arrière de la con-
sole avant (3) située en arrière d’une position
de couplage entre la console avant (3) et l’ex-
trémité inférieure du bras avant (11), de manière
à présenter une forme convexe en vue latérale;
le segment heurtoir avant (6a) est formé dans
une portion inférieure avant du cadre latéral (6)
de manière à présenter une forme concave en
vue latérale qui se conforme à la forme du seg-
ment d’accrochage avant (3b);
le segment d’accrochage arrière (4a) est formé
dans une portion supérieure arrière de la con-
sole arrière (4) située en arrière d’une position
de couplage entre la console arrière (4) et l’ex-
trémité inférieure du bras arrière (12), de ma-
nière à présenter une forme convexe en vue la-
térale;
et le segment heurtoir arrière (6b) est formé

dans une portion inférieure arrière du cadre la-
téral (6) de manière à présenter une forme con-
cave en vue latérale qui se conforme à la forme
du segment d’accrochage arrière (4a).

4. Dispositif élévateur selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que :

le segment d’accrochage avant (3b) est formé
intégralement dans la console avant (3);
le segment d’accrochage arrière (4a) est formé
intégralement dans la console arrière (4); et
le segment heurtoir avant (6a) et le segment
heurtoir arrière (6b) sont formés intégralement
dans le cadre latéral (6).
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